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PETTIGREW J

In this case plaintiffs Michelle Chase Leonard James Holmes and Strategy

Development LLC Strategy filed a petition for damages asserting various claims of

fraud misrepresentation breach of fiduciary duty and breach of contract in relation to

two loans that were funded by defendant Resource Bank to finance the purchase of

certain properties in Mandeville and Abita Springs According to the record Chase and

Holmes were partners in Strategy Also named as defendants in plaintiffs petition for

damages were Chris Keller an officer of Resource Bank and Miles Appraisal Group
Resource Bank and Chris Keller hereinafter collectively referred to as Resource

Bank responded to plaintiffs petition by filing peremptory exceptions urging the

objections of no cause of action no right of action and prescription and a dilatory

exception urging the objection of vagueness and ambiguity The crux of the argument on

these various exceptions as set forth in the Memorandum In Support Of Exceptions To

Petition For Damages was as follows

Strategy made speculative investments in property which proved to
be unsuccessful Plaintiffs now would like to blame Resource Bank for
their business losses These defendants however bear no fault or
responsibility in this case and the plaintiffs claims must be dismissed

The plaintiffs Petition for Damages alleges 1 the first appraisal of
the Mandeville property was fraudulent and created false equity 2
Resource Bank breached its initial verbal promise to loan development
funds for the Mandeville property on the basis of the second appraisal 3
Resource Bank breached its second verbal promise to loan developmental
funds on the Abita Springs property 4 Resource Bank made
misrepresentations that resulted in foreclosure on both the Mandeville and
Abita Springs properties

None of the factual allegations within the Petition however establish
a cause of action andor right of action against Resource Bank Pursuant
to La RS 61122 lending agreements must be in writing to be
enforceable

Z Miles Appraisal Group filed a brief in the instant appeal as an appellee noting that its brief was purely for
protective purposes However in the trial court proceedings below Miles Appraisal Group filed various
exceptions to plaintiffs petition raising the objections of prescription no cause of action no right of action
and vagueness The exceptions were heard by the trial court on August 26 2009 at which time counsel for
plaintiffs appeared and offered no opposition Accordingly in a judgment signed by the trial court that same
day the exceptions were sustained and all of plaintiffs claims adverse to Miles Appraisal Group were
dismissed with prejudice No appeal was taken from this judgment Thus Miles Appraisal Group is no
longer a party to this matter as all claims against it have been finalized
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There is no contention that the defendants violated any written
agreement Accordingly on its face the Petition fails to state a cause of
action Further even if the Petition did set forth a valid cause of action
which it does not the clear statements contained in the Petition establish
that the claims are barred by prescription

Moreover the individual plaintiffs Michelle Chase and Leonard J
Holmes have no right of action in this matter which relates to transactions
entered into by the corporate entity of Strategy Under Louisiana law a
shareholder of a corporation does not possess an individual basis to pursue
damages allegedly sustained by the corporation

Finally the Petition is impermissibly vague and thus does not meet
the pleading requirements of the Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure

Plaintiffs submitted no opposition to any of the exceptions The matter was scheduled for

hearing on July 15 2009 at which time plaintiffs failed to appear The trial court noted

that plaintiffs had been served with notice of the hearing but failed to appear or file an

opposition Thus the trial court sustained the exceptions and dismissed with prejudice

all claims by plaintiffs against Resource Bank A judgment in accordance with these

findings was signed by the trial court on July 21 2009

Plaintiffs timely moved for a new trial which was heard by the trial court on

September 16 2009 At the hearing on the motion for new trial counsel for plaintiffs

submitted that there were outstanding discovery requests and that the parties had agreed

to a July 15 2009 deadline for the responses to same Plaintiffs counsel acknowledged

that he did not appear at the July 15 2009 hearing on the exceptions but continued as

follows I am saying that there is no prejudice here We sent the discovery in good

faithJ33 There was enough there to lull us into believing that this the hearing on the

exceptions wasnt going forward After considering the arguments of the parties and

the evidence in the record the trial court denied the motion for new trial in a judgment

rendered on September 16 2009

3 Although plaintiffs counsel seems to allude to the fact that discovery responses were provided by the July
15 2009 date the record and defendants brief on appeal indicate otherwise According to the record the
discovery responses were filed into the record on July 30 2009 In brief Resource Bank maintains that it
did not receive plaintiffs discovery responses until July 28 2009 when they were attached to the Plaintiffs
Motion for New Trial
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This appeal by plaintiffs followed wherein the following specifications of error

were assigned

1 Appellants argue that under the circumstances shown appellants were
lulled into lack of appearance in court and fairness and equity should be
considered on appeal

2 The trial court erred in granting judgment dismissing the matter with
prejudice

Resource Bank answered the appeal seeking attorney fees for a frivolous appeal

On appeal plaintiffs make the same argument that they made in support of their

motion for new trial ie that they were lulled into inaction based on what they believed

was a tacit understanding that the hearing on the exceptions would not go forward once

they agreed to submit the discovery responses Plaintiffs maintain that there is no

prejudice to Resource Bank and that the trial courts judgment should be reversed in the

interest of equity and justice They argue further that the trial court erred in dismissing

their claims with prejudice Based on our thorough review of the record before us we

find plaintiffs arguments to be without merit and find no error in the trial courts

judgment sustaining the exceptions raised by Resource Bank See Todd v Tate 2004

2754 p 4 La App 1 Cir 122205 928 So2d 113 115 writ denied 20060158 La

42406 926 So2d 542

4 We note that plaintiffs actually appealed from the trial courts denial of the motion for new trial The
established rule in this circuit is that the denial of a motion for new trial is an interlocutory and non
appealable judgment McKee v WalMart Stores Inc 20061672 p 8 La App 1 Cir6807 964
So2d 1008 1013 writ denied 20071655 La 102607 966 So2d 583 By 2005 La Acts No 205
effective January 1 2006 La Code Civ P art 2083 was amended to remove the longstanding provision
that interlocutory judgments that may cause irreparable harm are appealable An interlocutory
judgment is now appealable only when expressly provided by law Accordingly the denial of a new trial
is not generally appealable The Louisiana Supreme Court however has instructed us to consider an
appeal of the denial of a motion for new trial as an appeal of the judgment on the merits when it is clear
from appellantsbrief that the appeal was intended to be on the merits Carpenter v Hannan 2001
0467 p 4 La App 1 Cir32802 818 So2d 226 228229 writ denied 20021707 La 102502 827
So2d 1153 It is obvious from plaintiffs brief that they intended to appeal the judgment on the merits
Thus we will treat the appeal accordingly
5 The imposition of damages for a frivolous appeal is provided for in La Code Civ P art 2164 which
provides in pertinent part the appellate court may award damages for frivolous appeal Even when
an appeal lacks serious legal merit damages for a frivolous appeal will not be awarded unless it is clear
that the appeal was taken solely for the purpose of delay or that appellant is not serious in the position
he advocates Assaleh v Sherwood Forest Country Club Inc 20071939 p 11 La App 1 Cir
5208 991 So2d 67 74 We have carefully considered Resource Banks request for attorney fees for
frivolous appeal but based on our review of the record we do not find that such an award is warranted
Although we have determined that plaintiffs appeal lacks merit we cannot say that this appeal was taken
solely for the purpose of delay or harassment We also believe that plaintiffs were serious in the position
they advocated Therefore we decline to assess penalties in the form of damages for a frivolous appeal
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While Resource Bank presented cogent arguments in support of each of its

exceptions this court finds that the sole issue for our review is whether plaintiffs claims

were prescribed If the claims have in fact prescribed as argued by Resource Bank our

inquiry and discussion ends

Ordinarily the parry pleading prescription bears the burden of proving the claim

has prescribed However when the face of the petition reveals that the plaintiffs claim

has prescribed the burden shifts to the plaintiff to demonstrate prescription was

interrupted or suspended Reed v Evans 20091120 p 4 La App 1 Cir21210

35 So3d 359 362

A review of the record reveals that plaintiffs petition has prescribed on its face

Any claim for a breach of fiduciary responsibility may only be asserted within one year

of the first occurrence thereof La RS61124 In the instant case all of plaintiffs

claims against Resource Bank stem from the initial appraisal on the Mandeville property

which plaintiffs allege was fraudulent and created false equity that they then

attempted to use to purchase other property According to plaintiffs petition for

damages plaintiffs were advised in July 2006 that all equity in the Mandeville property

had been lost by land devaluation and there was minus equity now Thus at the

latest plaintiffs knew of the devaluation of the Mandeville property in July 2006

However plaintiffs did not file suit until April 1 2009 almost three years later Because

plaintiffs petition was prescribed on its face the burden of proof shifted to plaintiffs to

prove that prescription was either interrupted or suspended Plaintiffs failed to satisfy

this burden As previously indicated plaintiffs never submitted any opposition to the

exceptions all of which were wellfounded in law and fact Nor did plaintiffs appear at

the hearing on the exceptions to offer any argument to the trial court in an attempt to

meet its burden of proof on the prescription issue Thus the trial court did not err in

sustaining Resource Banks peremptory exception raising the objection of prescription and

dismissing with prejudice all claims by plaintiffs against Resource Bank

6 Having determined that plaintiffs petition was prescribed we pretermit discussion of any remaining issues
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For the above and foregoing reasons the July 21 2009 judgment of the trial court

is affirmed All costs associated with this appeal are assessed against plaintiffs appellants

Michelle Chase Leonard James Holmes and Strategy Development LLC We issue this

memorandum opinion in accordance with Uniform Rules Courts of Appeal Rule 21616

AFFIRMED
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